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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive
data and in-depth analysis help businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around
the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching and preparing for meetings, and more time
focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you,your company and your clients. We offer
research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico,
as well as industries that are truly global in nature.
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Covid-19
Coronavirus
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in
real-time – here is an update of how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result
of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· The revenue projection for the Commercial Building Construction industry in
Canada has been adjusted from a growth of 2.5% to a decline of 7.0% in 2020, due
to an unprecedented decline in crude oil prices and an economic slowdown. For
more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· Quebec poses the largest risk for the industry, as the province accounts for the
largest share of COVID-19 (coronavirus) cases as of June 2020 and one of the
largest shares of building construction activity in Canada. For more detail, please
see the Revenue Volatility chapter.

· Industry profit is expected to decline due to demand for new construction
declining, new and ongoing contracts being postponed and the overall global
economy experiencing a slowdown. For more detail, please see the Cost Structure
Benchmarks chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends
outlined above.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition This industry constructs office, retail, hotel and entertainment buildings. Operators

in this industry are responsible for new constructions, additions, alterations,
maintenance and repairs. The majority of participants are general contractors or
project managers. This industry does not include municipal building construction,
which comprises institutional buildings such as schools, hospitals and churches.

Major Players PCL Constructors Inc.

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry:

Office building construction

Hotel and motel construction

Restaurant, cafe and bar construction

Retail store construction

Shopping centre or shopping mall construction

Commercial warehouse construction

Service and gas station construction

Auto service and sales store construction

Entertainment and recreation building construction (e.g. casinos, gyms, cinemas and

arenas)

Radio and TV broadcast studio construction

The major products and services in this industry:

Alterations and improvements

New construction

Other
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Supply Chain
 

 

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Homebuilders in Canada Industrial Building
Construction in Canada

Bridge & Elevated Highway
Construction in Canada

Road & Highway
Construction in Canada

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Commercial Building
Construction in the US

Hotel Construction Restaurant Construction Construction Project
Management Services

Commercial Property
Remodeling

Commercial and Industrial
Building Construction in
Australia

Building Construction in
China

Commercial Building
Construction in the UK

Commercial and Industrial
Building Construction in
New Zealand

Building Construction in
Ireland
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$31.7bn
Revenue

Annual Growth Annual Growth Annual Growth

2015-2020 2020-2025 2015-2025

0.3% 3.6%

$1.7bn
Profit

Annual Growth  Annual Growth

2015-2020  2015-2025

-5.5%

5.3%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth  Annual Growth

2015-2020  2015-2025

-1.8%

9,052
Businesses

Annual Growth Annual Growth Annual Growth

2015-2020 2020-2025 2015-2025

1.1% 2.4%

58,999
Employment

Annual Growth Annual Growth Annual Growth

2015-2020 2020-2025 2015-2025

0.7% 3.0%

$4.5bn
Wages

Annual Growth Annual Growth Annual Growth

2015-2020 2020-2025 2015-2025

-0.4% 3.1%

Key External Drivers % = 2015-2020 Annual Growth

4.9%
World price of steel

0.6%
Consumer spending

2.3%
Corporate profit

-3.4%
Value of nonresidential construction

Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

Concentration
Low

Globalization
Low

MIXED IMPACT

Life Cycle
Mature

Revenue Volatility
Medium

Capital Intensity
Medium

Technology Change
Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

Industry Assistance
Low

Regulation
Heavy

Barriers to Entry
Low

Competition
High

Key Trends

 The industry landscape has proved volatile for commercial
building contractors

 The coronavirus pandemic is projected to hinder demand for
industry services

 New potential operators have been hesitant to enter the
market

 Green building practices will increase the amount companies
spend on inputs

 Operators will likely rely on subcontractors to slow the rise in
labour costs

 Any unforeseen regulations and legislations may hinder the
industry's supply chain

 The industry has struggled as the collapse in commodity
prices hampered Canada's commodity-reliant economy
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Products & Services Segmentation

Alterations and
improvements

54.8%

New construction

40.5%

Other

4.7%

Commercial Building Construction
Source: IBISWorld

Major Players % = share of industry revenue SWOT

STRENGTHS

Low Imports
Low Customer Class Concentration
High Revenue per Employee

WEAKNESSES

Low & Steady Barriers to Entry
Low & Steady Level of Assistance
High Competition
Low Profit vs. Sector Average
High Product/Service Concentration
High Capital Requirements

OPPORTUNITIES

High Revenue Growth (2020-2025)
World price of steel

THREATS

Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)
Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)
Low Outlier Growth
Low Performance Drivers
Consumer spending
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Executive
Summary

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada builds
and maintains office, retail, hotel and entertainment structures.

Over the five years to 2020, the industry has struggled as the collapse in commodity
prices, such as the world price of oil, hampered Canada's commodity-reliant
economy. Instability in the commodities market can quickly spread across the
economy, weighing on corporate profit levels and consumer spending, which are
both demand determinants for the industry. Furthermore, the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic has further hindered industry performance after strong
growth in 2018 and 2019. IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase at an
annualized rate of 0.2% to $31.7 billion over the five years to 2020, with an expected
7.0% decline in 2020 alone.

The industry is particularly susceptible to economic contractions. This is because
demand for its services relies on a robust business environment. Specifically, when
consumers are spending more and corporations are profitable, businesses will
invest more in new commercial space, supporting industry expansion. The industry
began the reporting period with the collapse of commodity prices briefly setting the
Canadian economy into a recession in 2015. As a result, corporate profit levels and
the value of nonresidential construction have become more volatile as falling oil
prices have damaged the energy sector. After strong construction activity in 2018
and 2019 from British Columbia and Quebec, the coronavirus pandemic is projected
to hinder demand for industry services and the overall global economy.
Consequently, industry profit is expected to decline due to supply chain disruptions
and an increase in employee benefits and safety costs.

Over the five years to 2025, demand is expected to recover as the market adapts to
a new normal for commodity prices and workplace safety procedures. As the
economy has shifted gears and is experiencing strong growth, corporate profit
levels are expected to rise, enabling companies to pursue expansion opportunities.
However, to ensure sustainable price growth, the Bank of Canada is expected to
raise interest rates. Consequently, IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase
at an annualized rate of 3.6% to $37.7 billion over the five years to 2025. Despite
this expected growth, unforeseen regulations and increased remote collaboration
may pose a risk to the industry.
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Industry Performance
 

 

Key External
Drivers

Consumer spending
The overall level of consumer spending on goods and services directly affects the
commercial business sector. High consumer spending contributes to business
expansion, which fuels demand for new office buildings, hotels and retail spaces,
such as stores and shopping centres. Consumer spending also drives demand for
the construction of amusement and recreational spaces, such as casinos and
theatres. Consumer spending is expected to decrease in 2020 due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic.

Corporate profit
Corporate profitability typically drives spending on new office structures,
expansions and renovations. When corporate profit decreases, often due to lower
consumer spending, businesses are reluctant to spend on such activities, reducing
demand for commercial building contractors. Corporate profit is expected to
decrease in 2020.
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Value of nonresidential construction
Private investment in nonresidential building construction predominantly includes
investment in commercial offices, retail centres, hotels and entertainment
buildings. During periods when private investment is subdued, demand for the
industry's services suffers. The value of nonresidential construction is expected to
decrease in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, posing a potential threat to the
industry.

World price of steel
Steel is one of the primary inputs to constructing a variety of commercial
structures. Input prices are typically taken into account in a contractor's bid for a
project. However, as it is difficult to pass higher input prices on to the customer,
companies tend to keep prices low to generate business during periods of low
demand. Consequently, higher steel prices can negatively affect industry profit,
particularly during construction slumps. The world price of steel is expected to
decline in 2020, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

 

Current
Performance

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is
composed of general contractors (GCs), project managers and
companies that construct buildings in conjunction with the full
scope of business activity in Canada.
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This includes companies constructing retail and warehouse spaces, restaurants,
office buildings, agricultural structures, hotels and motels, amusement parks, gyms
and other recreational buildings. Companies in the industry typically act as the GC
for a project. This entails full planning and organization of the building, including
securing materials and hiring subcontractors, obtaining licences, maintaining the
workplace and managing cleanup. With such a diverse range of client markets, no
single sector of the economy determines the health of commercial construction.
Rather, overall business activity and general economic factors influence the need
for new commercial space. Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the
industry is expected to experience a drop in productivity and demand. As a result,
IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase marginally at an annualized rate of
0.2% to $31.7 billion over the five years to 2020, with an expected 7.0% decline in
2020 alone.

Macroeconomic conditions

Corporate profit levels are a key demand determinant for the
industry.

When businesses are performing well and running near full capacity, they tend to
invest in new commercial space, which benefits the industry. Though corporate
profit levels surged prior to the reporting period, such growth was partially
dependent on the high world price of crude oil, which was still at its historical highs.
A combination of overproduction and a slowing global economy, stemming
primarily from weaker than expected growth in China and India, resulted in the
world price of crude oil falling between 2014 and 2016. This decrease dragged
down overall economic growth and hindered industry revenue volatility over the
past five years.

Furthermore, private investors benefited from favourable lending rates over the past
five years, which permitted for more construction activity. As growth in corporate
profit and consumer spending picked up in 2016 and 2017, many investors provided
capital in even greater quantities. The industry was also supported by a decrease in
the marginal effective tax rate on new business investment. The tax rate took into
account federal, provincial and territorial statutory corporate income tax rates;
deductions and credit available in corporate tax systems; and other taxes paid by
corporations. Consequently, these countervailing trends contributed to a volatile
industry landscape.

Volatile landscape

Over the past five years, the industry landscape has proved volatile
for commercial building contractors.

With volatile corporate profit levels and the value of nonresidential construction
contracting in 2015, the industry has experienced a decrease in demand. Moreover,
it has faltered in recent years, as the steep decline in the world price of crude oil
destabilized not only the energy sector, but the entire economy. Moreover, the
collapse in commodity prices briefly sent the Canadian economy into a recession in
2015. The associated decline in corporate profit hurt operators, as company
backlogs dried up. Consequently, industry revenue declined between 2015 and
2017. In response to the collapse in commodity prices, the energy sector has shed
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its excess capacity by postponing major projects and laying off workers. Other
nonresidential markets behaved similarly, as severe declines in corporate profit led
to fewer projects being planned. In addition, although the construction market
recovered strongly in 2018 and 2019, the coronavirus pandemic dampened industry
progress in 2020.

Construction investment

British Columbia and Quebec's total value of building construction
activity supported industry revenue in 2019.

According to Statistics Canada, the two provinces accounted for over 90.0% of
nonresidential growth in 2019, primarily due to an increase in industry-relevant
construction. Furthermore, the majority of building construction are major
commercial projects, anticipated to represent over 90.0% of total market share
demand. With government assistance in funding, new construction and
improvements have supported industry growth in 2018 and 2019. However, the
coronavirus pandemic is projected to hinder the overall economy, commodity prices
and demand for industry services in 2020.

Consequently, growth plans have been put on pause as productivity declines due to
health precautions set during the coronavirus pandemic. In addition, with Quebec
reporting over 50,000 total cases of the coronavirus as of June 2020, the largest
amount compared with any province, operations are expected to halt. Moreover,
IBISWorld expects the economic slowdown to hinder overall industry performance
and profit growth in 2020. As a result, IBISWorld projects industry profit, measured
as earnings before interest and taxes, to account for 5.3% of industry revenue in
2020, down from 7.1% in 2015.

Industry landscape

With the industry's volatile growth and decline in recent years, new
potential operators have been hesitant to enter the market.

However, with about 80.0% of industry establishments employing fewer than 20
workers in 2020, the barriers to entry in the industry is low. As a result, IBISWorld
expects the number of industry establishments to increase at an annualized rate of
1.0% to 9,086 locations over the five years to 2020. Furthermore, despite the
significant declines in 2015 and 2016, IBISWorld estimates that the number of
industry employees will increase an annualized 0.7% to 58,999 workers over the five
years to 2020. This is due to the industry's strong employment growth in 2019,
offsetting declines over the previous years.

Historical Performance Data
Year Revenue IVA Estab. Enterprises Employment Exports Imports Wages Domestic

Demand
Consumer
Spending

($m) ($m) (Units) (Units) (Units) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($b)
2011 28,229 5,953 7,074 7,018 43,277 N/A N/A 3,129 N/A 1,005
2012 31,073 6,875 7,039 6,981 48,688 N/A N/A 3,819 N/A 1,024
2013 31,845 7,429 7,840 7,773 54,941 N/A N/A 4,429 N/A 1,051
2014 33,051 8,120 8,337 8,267 58,998 N/A N/A 4,809 N/A 1,078
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Year Revenue IVA Estab. Enterprises Employment Exports Imports Wages Domestic
Demand

Consumer
Spending

($m) ($m) (Units) (Units) (Units) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($b)
2015 31,281 7,517 8,654 8,581 57,109 N/A N/A 4,630 N/A 1,103
2016 29,999 7,021 8,815 8,742 54,703 N/A N/A 4,454 N/A 1,126
2017 29,920 6,788 8,939 8,865 55,046 N/A N/A 4,293 N/A 1,166
2018 31,191 7,208 9,323 9,245 56,262 N/A N/A 4,284 N/A 1,191
2019 34,071 7,750 9,132 9,058 61,220 N/A N/A 4,754 N/A 1,210
2020 31,671 6,909 9,086 9,052 58,999 N/A N/A 4,549 N/A 1,133
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Over the five years to 2025, the Commercial Building Construction

industry in Canada is expected to rebound from its struggles in
recent years.

Growing interest in green building
projects is anticipated to drive
demand for new buildings and
renovations, and despite higher
interest rates discouraging some
new investment in capital projects,
an expanding economy is
anticipated to provide a solid
foundation for industry expansion.
Furthermore, construction activity
and the world price of crude oil are
expected to spike in 2021, as the
economy is projected to show signs
of recovery after the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. When the
prices of global commodities
collapse, such as the price of crude
oil, this limits nonresidential
investment, hindering demand for industry services. Consequently, IBISWorld
projects industry revenue to increase at an annualized rate of 3.6% to $37.7 billion
over the five years to 2025.

Urbanization

Changes in the population are expected to continue to support
demand for commercial construction.

As Canada's urban population grows, many businesses are expected to relocate to
take advantage of growth opportunities in metropolitan areas. Cities are typically
densely populated and their residents tend to have higher incomes and education
levels. These changes in the population are expected to increase the need for more
retail stores, hotels and entertainment arenas, creating opportunities for industry
participants. Attracted by growing market opportunities, new operators are
expected to enter the industry.

Interest rates

Industry growth is ultimately expected to be modest as the Bank of
Canada is projected to raise its baseline interest rate to stave off
inflation.

The central bank's overnight rate is its primary policy tool and represents the
interest charged on short-term interbank loans. As it rises, banks tend to reduce
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lending to one another, limiting the supply of funds available to people and
businesses. As a result, interest rates on business and consumer loans rise, which
curbs demand for commercial construction. Traditionally, the increase in interest
rates is expected to slow hiring by industry operators. However, interest rates are
expected to have reached an all-time low in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic,
and will likely remain at a low level until 2024 as the economy continues to recover.

Opportunities

Environmental concerns have steadily increased over the past
decade.

The rise of green building standards in construction and the use of energy-efficient
products and sustainable materials tends to lead to more commercial building
starts and remodelling activities. Government entities and the public are projected
to increasingly push sustainable building practices as the new standard. However,
green building practices will increase the amount companies spend on inputs.
Therefore, larger participants will be more equipped to handle such project
diversification.

For instance, in June 2019, PCL Constructors Inc., ENGIE North America Inc. and
Black & McDonald Limited announced a 35-year public-private partnership, now
recognized as Innovative Energy. This consortium won the contract to modernize
the district's energy system that heats 80 buildings and cools 67 buildings. As part
of the Government of Canada's Energy Services Acquisition Program, Innovate
Energy is a new Government of Canada partner to reduce energy consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions 40.0% by 2030.

Industry landscape

Over the five years to 2025, unemployment levels are projected to
decline and recover after the effects of the coronavirus pandemic.

Combined with an economy that is steadily expanding, improved consumer
spending and consumer confidence are expected to support industry growth over
the next five years. This is projected to prompt increased investment in commercial
space as businesses expand to meet increased demand both domestically and
internationally. As a result, the number of employees in the industry is projected to
grow an annualized 3.0% to 68,328 workers over the next five years.

Furthermore, IBISWorld expects the number of establishments to increase an
annualized 2.5% to 10,272 locations over the five years to 2025. Moreover, to slow
the increase in labour costs, industry operators are projected to continue relying on
subcontractors. Since subcontractors are typically paid on a per-project basis and
are ineligible to receive the same benefits as full-time workers, industry operators
can potentially save a substantial share of revenue through outsourcing their labour
force.
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Threats

Although IBISWorld expects industry profit to increase over the next
five years, any long-term effects from the coronavirus pandemic
pose a threat to industry performance.

For instance, with social distancing being a mandatory practice for all industries,
any restraint or delay for new construction activity due to hindered demand for new
office space may limit industry growth. In addition, any unforeseen regulations and
legislations may hinder the industry's supply chain and disrupt an operator's ability
to remain efficient over the coming years.

Performance Outlook Data
Year Revenue IVA Estab. Enterprises Employment Exports Imports Wages Domestic

Demand
Consumer
Spending

($m) ($m) (Units) (Units) (Units) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($b)
2020 31,671 6,909 9,086 9,052 58,999 N/A N/A 4,549 N/A 1,133
2021 32,977 7,419 9,354 9,313 60,941 N/A N/A 4,706 N/A 1,196
2022 34,751 7,963 9,650 9,594 63,361 N/A N/A 4,906 N/A 1,217
2023 35,935 8,325 9,873 9,809 65,150 N/A N/A 5,051 N/A 1,237
2024 36,861 8,601 10,073 10,004 66,759 N/A N/A 5,176 N/A 1,257
2025 37,713 8,848 10,272 10,199 68,328 N/A N/A 5,298 N/A 1,278

Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is  Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

IVA is forecast to grow in line with Canadian GDP over the 10 years to 2025

The industry undergoes only moderate technological change

Industry services are an essential part of the economy and experience complete market

acceptance
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The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is in the mature phase of
its life cycle. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution
to the overall economy, is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 1.6% over the
10 years to 2025. Canadian GDP is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 1.4%
during the same period. Typically, IVA that grows at a similar pace as GDP is
indicative of a mature industry.

While the industry's markets fluctuate based on changes in the economy as a
whole, including per capita disposable income, unemployment, corporate profit and
interest rates, industry services are an essential part of the economy and
experience complete market acceptance. This close connection with overall
economic cycles is highly indicative of a mature industry. However, due to the
industry's reliance on government assistance through its funding programs, the
industry's performance is also a result of demand from the Government of Canada
and overall downturn of the economy over the five years to 2020.

Additionally, the industry undergoes only moderate technological change, with new
developments generally limited to new kinds of logistical, organizational and design
software that may influence the role that general contractors play in the building
process. Developments in sustainable materials and client preference for
environmentally friendly designs are avenues of growth for the industry, but they are
not anticipated to fundamentally change the structure of the industry.
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Products and Markets
Supply Chain KEY BUYING INDUSTRIES

1st Tier
Accommodation and Food Services In
Canada

Retail Trade In Canada

Information In Canada

Finance and Insurance In Canada

Healthcare and Social Assistance In
Canada

Arts, Entertainment and Recreation In
Canada

Accommodation and Food Services In
Canada

2nd Tier
Consumers in Canada

KEY SELLING INDUSTRIES

1st Tier
Plumbing in Canada

Electricians in Canada

Steel Framing in Canada

Drywall Installers in Canada

Roofing Contractors in Canada

Flooring Installers in Canada

Heating & Air-Conditioning Contractors in
Canada

Glass & Glazing Contractors in Canada

2nd Tier
Cement Manufacturing in Canada

Ready-Mix Concrete Manufacturing in
Canada

Construction Machinery Manufacturing in
Canada

Construction & Forestry Equipment
Wholesaling in Canada

Plumbing, Heating & Air-Conditioning
Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

General-Line Building Supplies
Wholesaling in Canada

Lumber Wholesaling in Canada

Heating & Air-Conditioning Equipment
Manufacturing in Canada
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Products and
Services

 

 

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada
comprises operators that are primarily responsible for the complete
construction of commercial building structures.

Due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, IBISWorld expects industry-relevant
operations to experience a drop due to the economic slowdown and supply chain
disruptions operators are enduring in 2020.

Alterations and improvements

IBISWorld expects alterations and improvements to account for
54.8% of industry revenue in 2020, increasing as a share of revenue
over the five years to 2020.

Main segment offerings include structural extensions, maintenance, repairs and
more. Most renovations are requested when businesses are expanding and needed
added space, requiring the alteration of an existing structure. Additionally, routine
maintenance and repairs are necessary, thus leading to some contractors
overseeing that a building is in good condition. Although this service has declined in
demand in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, IBISWorld anticipates new
construction to decline at a faster rate, increasing this service's share of revenue in
2020.

New construction

IBISWorld expects new construction to account for 40.5% of
industry revenue in 2020, decreasing as a share of revenue during
the five-year period.

General contractors are usually brought on to oversee and take responsibility for the
completion of an entire project. They are responsible for procuring all necessary
input materials, in addition to consulting design experts and doing other due
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diligence work prior to completion of the project. Operators often secure a contract
where they build a structure for an agreed upon price. This segment's share of
industry revenue is projected to decline over the five years to 2020, as subdued
demand from nonresidential markets has kept business expansion low. Moreover,
the coronavirus pandemic and new social distancing practices make it difficult to
efficiently operate new construction projects in 2020.

Other

The remaining revenue generated by the industry comes from a
variety of other sources.

For instance, superstructure contracting, the method by which structures are built
and placed on top of already existing structures. Other sources of industry revenue
include foundation and mechanical contracting. These services are often
supplemental offerings and represent small portions of industry revenue. IBISWorld
expects other sources to account for 4.7% of industry revenue in 2020, decreasing
as a share of revenue during the five-year period.

Demand
Determinants

As its markets are spread across all sectors of the economy,
demand for the Commercial Building Construction industry in
Canada depends largely on overall economic activity.

More specific factors can influence demand for different types of buildings in these
markets. Overall, demand for new commercial structures is determined by
consumer spending on goods and services, which influences the private sector's
level of investment in commercial space. Consequently, per capita disposable
income and the national unemployment rate are key underlying demand
determinants. Moreover, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, per capita
disposable income is expected to drop, while the national unemployment rate
reaches an all-time high in 2020.

Other key economic factors that influence investment decisions include the
prevailing interest rate and availability of finance; current and expected rates of
general economic growth; expected investment yield, such as long-term rental yield
and speculative capital gains; taxation treatment of building investment compared
with other types of assets; vacancy rates of existing building stock; the rate of
replacing aging building stock; and changes in the structure, distribution and
population size. The industry is also subject to unforeseen stimuli to demand
resulting from natural disasters, such as tornadoes and earthquakes.

Office construction is principally determined by growth in the service sector work
force, growth in foreign investment inflow and developer speculative activity. The
average age of commercial office stock is an important demand determinant for
the addition of new commercial space or the upgrade of existing space.
Consequently, due to the coronavirus pandemic, the overall economy is expected to
halt all operations as the government imposes trade restrictions and restricts the
movement of people and goods. As a result, the overall commercial environment is
experiencing a slowdown in 2020, hindering overall demand for industry services.
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Retail building construction is principally determined by shopping preference and
patterns; population growth rates and catchment areas; and patterns in
consumption expenditure. Hotel construction is determined by growth in
international and domestic tourism; major cultural, sporting, entertainment and
business events; and existing supply of accommodation. Other commercial building
construction is determined by population growth and urban spread; increases in
tourism and leisure time; major cultural and sporting events; and popularity of new
sports and recreational activities, which can drive the construction of new arenas
and venues.

Major Markets

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is expected to
experience an overall decline from all key markets due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic in 2020.

Trade, services and warehouses

IBISWorld expects trade, services and warehouses to account for 41.5% of industry
revenue in 2020, increasing as a share of revenue over the five years to 2020. This
segment includes the building of shopping centres, shopping malls and general
merchandise stores; and drug and building supply stores. Over the past five years,
the structure of this industry has shifted due to heavy competition from online retail
operators. Online shopping has reduced the need for retail locations, but has
increased the need for large warehouses to serve as distribution centres. However,
due to the coronavirus pandemic, IBISWorld projects services to entertainment and
recreational buildings to fall at a faster pace in 2020, increasing this market's share
of revenue. IBISWorld anticipates this market's share of revenue to experience
tempered growth as more transactions move online.

Office buildings

IBISWorld expects office buildings to account for 37.1% of industry revenue in 2020,
increasing as a share of revenue over the five years to 2020. Despite this market's
growth over the past five years, IBISWorld expects demand from this market to have
been volatile due to Canada's heavily commodity-reliant economy. As a result,
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overall business activity suffered as the price of oil plummeted during the beginning
of the reporting period. Consequently, investment in commercial structures has
eased in recent years. This segment recovered until the coronavirus pandemic
further hindered demand for industry services. Despite a decline in demand,
IBISWorld expects demand from hotels, restaurants and resorts to have fallen at a
faster rate, increasing this market's share of revenue in 2020. Any unforeseen
change in the traditional workplace environment may pose a risk to demand of
office building over the five years to 2025. With social distancing and new health
guidelines affecting employees in the workplace, IBISWorld anticipates any
increase in remote working to pose a threat to the number of office spaces being
occupied over the next five years.

Hotels, restaurants and resorts

IBISWorld expects hotels, restaurants and resorts to account for 11.4% of industry
revenue in 2020, decreasing as a share of revenue over the five years to 2020.
Demand for buildings in this segment has stalled recently due to the coronavirus
pandemic, hindering growth in per capita disposable and consumer confidence in
2020. Moreover, travel bans and the closure of public venues and nonessential
businesses have prevented consumers from spending money on discretionary
items, such as vacations. Consequently, IBISWorld expects this market's share of
revenue to have declined in 2020.

Entertainment, recreational buildings and other

IBISWorld expects entertainment and recreational buildings to account for 7.8% of
industry revenue in 2020, decreasing as a share of revenue over the past five years.
This market segment includes sports facilities and gyms, private clubs and social
centres, movie theatres, theme parks, casinos and similar structures. Similar to
hotels, restaurants and resorts, the coronavirus pandemic has forced public venues
and nonessential businesses to remain closed.

Other markets consist of laboratories and service stations, both accounting for a
marginal share of revenue over the past decade. IBISWorld expects other markets
to account for 2.2% of industry revenue in 2020, decreasing as a share of revenue
over the past five years.

International
Trade

Exports in this industry are  Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are  Low and Steady

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is composed of
companies that construct commercial buildings within Canada. Consequently, there
is no international trade within the industry because goods are not passed from one
country to another. The industry does contain participants that are foreign owned,
but this does not constitute trade. Additionally, many of the larger Canadian
establishments also have offices and operations in foreign locations.
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Business
Locations

 

Business Concentration in Canada
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Establishments operating in the Commercial Building Construction industry in
Canada are distributed largely in line with the country's population and economic
activity. Population growth typically influences commercial building activity, but
unexpected events, such as natural disasters, can create commercial construction
booms in specific areas.

Ontario is home to an estimated 37.7% of total commercial construction
establishments in 2020. It is also home to Toronto, the country's most populous
city, where the high population density boosts the need for commercial building
construction and retail centres. Additionally, Toronto has above-average population
growth and a highly developed tourism industry. Both factors drive hotel and resort
construction. As a result, in 2020, the province is home to 38.8% of the total
population in Canada.

Alberta and British Columbia are home to an estimated 18.0% and 18.6% of industry
establishments, respectively, in 2020. British Columbia includes the major
metropolitan area of Vancouver, which contributes significantly to the province's
higher share of industry operators. Alberta's largest city is Calgary, the fourth-
largest metropolitan area in Canada, which contributes a large portion of new
commercial construction demand. Alberta and British Columbia are also largely
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rural, with dispersed populations. Low population density encourages a higher
number of local establishments that serve only the immediate community, unlike in
highly urban areas, where a single company can serve a much higher portion of the
population. With two major metropolitan areas, Quebec City and Montreal, Quebec
accounts for an estimated 13.8% of industry establishments in 2020.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is  Low

The Commercial Building Construction
industry in Canada is estimated to have a
low level of concentration, with the top
four companies accounting for less than
20.0% of industry revenue in 2020. There is
only one major industry player, PCL
Constructors Inc., which competes with
regional and local contractors. Market
share concentration among the largest
enterprises has been steady over the five
years to 2020, as these competitors have
not partaken in major consolidation
activity. Although industry concentration is
classified as low, the regional
concentration is often higher. IBISWorld
expects market share concentration to
remain unchanged over the five years to 2025.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this
industry are:

Access to multiskilled and flexible workforce: Ensuring ready access to skilled

specialist contractors is essential for success in this industry.

Ability to compete on tender: Most contracts in this market are allocated through the

tender process, as successful contractors ensure they secure a steady flow of new

contracts.

Access to high quality inputs: Successful companies establish good working

relationships with suppliers of high-quality construction materials and fixtures.

Must comply with government regulations: Contractors must comply with the

requirements of the National Building Code of Canada.

Specialization in a product/service that is considered essential by legislators: As

an integral part of the Canadian economy, industry services have been deemed essential by

the Government of Canada. As a result, operators have not been forced to suspend or halt

operations.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before
interest and taxes, is expected to account for
5.3% of industry revenue in 2020, down from
7.1% in 2015. This comes amid the backdrop of
the economic downturn in 2015 and 2016.
Sluggish economic growth brought on by the
collapse of the global commodities markets,
particularly that of oil, limited nonresidential
investment. As a result, industry profit is
expected to have experienced a volatile
performance over the five years to 2020.

Moreover, a decrease in wage and input costs
supported industry profit to expand in 2018,
along with recovering construction activity. As a
result, the industry has extended its use of
subcontractors when possible. Unlike full-time
employees, subcontractors are paid on a per-
project basis and are ineligible for the same
benefits in-house employees receive. However,
the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is
expected to hinder the overall economy,
commodity prices and demand for industry
services in 2020.

Consequently, growth plans have been put on
pause as productivity declines due to health
precautions set during the coronavirus
pandemic. In addition, with Quebec reporting
over 50,000 total cases of the coronavirus as of
June 2020, the largest amount compared with
any province, operations are expected to halt.
Notably, the province accounts for pivotal
building construction activity. Moreover,
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IBISWorld expects the economic slowdown to
hinder overall industry performance and profit
growth in 2020.

Although IBISWorld expects industry profit to
increase over the five years to 2025, any
unforeseen regulations and legislations may
pose a threat to profit over the next five years. In
addition, any long-lasting effects on the
industry's supply chain may hinder the ability to
remain efficient over the coming years.

Wages

Industry wages are estimated to account for
14.4% of revenue in 2020, down from 14.8% in
2015. Although wages' share of revenue has
dropped, wages reached an all-time high in 2015
and 2016. Most of this growth comes from
earlier during the period when the industry was
expanding rapidly. However, the decline in the
world price of oil in 2015 and 2016 has resulted
in slowed hiring in recent years. Additionally, to
prevent labour costs from growing to
unstainable levels, the industry continues to rely
on subcontractors. Consequently, the average
salary for employees has decreased over the
five years to 2020. However, due to the
coronavirus pandemic, wages' share of revenue
expanded in 2020 due to increased spending on
employee benefits and safety. IBISWorld
expects wages' share of revenue to continue
declining over the five years to 2025, as
operators continue to opt on subcontractors.

Purchases

Purchase costs are estimated to account for
71.7% of industry revenue in 2020, up from
69.2% in 2015. On larger projects, the prime
contractor maintains direct responsibility for
most material purchases and negotiates directly
with suppliers for discounted prices. On smaller-
scale projects, subcontractors are typically
responsible for completing discrete segments
of construction, including supplying materials.

The cost of purchases often fluctuates with
commodity prices, with most costs relating to
ready-mixed concrete, glass, structural steel,
concrete panels, structural timber, metal
cladding, aluminum fittings, electrical
installations, purchased electric power, fuel and
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lubricants. In addition to material purchases,
participants also buy machinery. With the
coronavirus outbreak hindering the quantity of
raw materials, operators are expected to supply
materials in an efficient manner, increasing the
overall cost to do business.

Depreciation

Depreciation costs are expected to account for
2.2% of industry revenue in 2020, remaining
stable as a share of revenue over the past five
years. The industry has a low level of
depreciation due to its reliance on leased
vehicles and help from subcontractors.
Moreover, capital costs are generally low since
operators increasingly rent equipment and are
not affected by costs associated with wear and
tear. IBISWorld projects depreciation costs to
remain stable over the five years to 2025.

Marketing

Marketing costs are expected to account for
0.6% of industry revenue in 2020, remaining
stable as a share of revenue over the past five
years. Most industry operators get new projects
through bids using special software to submit a
request for proposal (RFP). An RFP process
takes into consideration the budget request and
portfolio of work, making portfolio, website and
project summaries pivotal to win new bids.

Rent

Rent costs are expected to account for 1.2% of
revenue in 2020, remaining relatively stable as a
share of revenue over the past five years.
Construction activity takes place on-site,
reducing rent costs compared with industries
that perform work on their own premises.
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Utilities

Utility costs are expected to account for 0.6% of
revenue in 2020, remaining relatively stable as a
share of revenue over the past five years.
Furthermore, these costs are typically fixed and
operators have established relationships with
transmission utilities.

Other Costs

Other general operating expenses include
communication expenses, mainly cell phones,
repairs to machinery and buildings, accounting
expenses and legal services costs. Other
expenses also include insurance premiums and
general administration expenditures. IBISWorld
expects other costs to account for 4.0% of
industry revenue in 2020.

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is  High and Steady

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is highly
competitive.

Participants compete with other major contractors and numerous midsize and
smaller contractors. Moreover, contractors compete primarily based on prices for
construction services, ability to obtain funding and reputation for quality, timeliness
and experience. For most commercial building projects, new work securement is
dependent on the general state of the economy. Fluctuating demand cycles are
typical and such cycles largely determine the degree of competition for available
projects.

Many large-scale and public sector contracts are awarded to the lowest capable
and responsive bidder, in which the client invites selected contractors to quote on a
project. The selection of contractors for a closed tender is based on the operator's
reputation, past performance and close relationships with developers and
financiers. Tendering on extremely large or complex construction projects is
confined to a few large-scale operators that have the requisite resources and
expertise. Subsequently, competition for work is particularly intense during
economic downturns. Intense competition may result in lower profit.
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Barriers to Entry Barriers to entry in this industry are  Low and Steady

New entrants into the Commercial
Building Construction industry in
Canada are expected to find it difficult to
establish a foothold in the market due to
a lack of reputation and proven
performance. Building a solid reputation
to secure contracts can be a difficult
task for new entrants. Building a
reputation is typically dependent on
gaining experience, as the only way to
get experience is by having a well-
established reputation. Moreover,
existing operators have a competitive advantage because they have access to a
pool of skilled subcontractors, arrangements with material suppliers and
arrangements with financial institutions and property developers. Furthermore, new
entrants with limited financial resources and a narrow network of business contacts
tend to be excluded from participation in tendering activities.

Subcontractors with experience in other areas of construction encounter lower
barriers to entry. Aside from having preexisting reputations, the specialized nature
of subcontracted work makes it relatively easy for subcontractors to jump from one
area of construction to the next. For example, a subcontractor that specializes in
structural steel erecting is projected to perform similar work regardless of the type
of structure.

Barriers to entry checklist
Competition High

Concentration Low

Life Cycle Stage Mature

Technology Change Medium

Regulation & Policy Heavy

Industry Assistance Low

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry  Low and Increasing

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada has a low level of
globalization. However, foreign ownership of Canadian construction companies
continues to rise due to globalization trends. Additionally, several large Canadian
companies operate in the United States, the United Kingdom, Europe and Asia.
Moreover, industry demand rises from new foreign operators opening new offices in
Canada.

In addition, the industry's supply chain is reliant on materials suppliers that may
source from abroad. Consequently, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic poses a
risk to the industry's supply chain. Moreover, the pandemic is expected to increase
communication between operators and suppliers to develop mitigation strategies.
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Major Companies
 

 

Major Players PCL CONSTRUCTORS INC.

Market Share: 7.1%

Founded in 1906, PCL Constructors Inc. (PCL)
is the largest general contracting company in
Canada. It provides engineering, design,
construction and maintenance services to a
range of industries and markets, including the
commercial, industrial, institutional,
residential, civil infrastructure and
agribusiness sectors. PCL is headquartered in
Edmonton, AB, and is present in numerous
markets across the United States, the
Caribbean and Australia. In 2015, the
company employed more than 4,000 full-time staff, as well as 10,000 part-time
tradespeople globally (latest data available). In On-Site's 2020 issue on top
contractors, the company reached $8.4 billion in total revenue in 2019 (latest data
available). In recent years, the magazine has awarded the company its Contractor
of the Year award several times.

PCL is a leader in industrial building construction across Canada, having worked on
several important industrial construction projects over the past decade across its
13 Canadian offices. Notable commercial projects undertaken by the company
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include the construction of the True North Square in Winnipeg, MB, and 16 York, an
80,825.6 square metre (870,000.0 square feet) office partnered with Microsoft
Corporation. In addition, in June 2019, the company closed a 35-year public-private
partnership with ENGIE North America Inc. and Black & McDonald Limited to
modernize and reduce energy consumption.

Financial performance

The company's industry-relevant revenue is expected to decrease at an annualized
rate of 1.4% to $2.2 billion over the five years to 2020. The Canadian economy
experienced volatile operating conditions over the past five years, with the company
experiencing similar volatile performance. For instance, the company began the
reporting period as the collapse in commodity prices briefly sent the Canadian
economy into a recession in 2015. The associated decline in corporate profit hurt
operators, as company backlogs dried up. Consequently, the company's industry-
relevant revenue declined in 2016 and 2017. Although the company experienced
strong growth in 2018, this was not enough to offset continued declines in industry-
relevant revenue in 2019 and 2020.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to hinder industry
operations in 2020. As a result, growth plans have been on pause as productivity
declines due to health precautions. As a result, IBISWorld expects the company's
industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes,
to decrease an annualized 7.0% to $125.4 million over the five years to 2020.

PCL Constructors Inc. (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*
Year Revenue Growth Operating profit Growth

($m) (% change) ($m) (% change)
2015 2,416.5 N/C 179.9 N/C
2016 2,367.8 -2.0 158.0 -12.2
2017 2,317.4 -2.1 151.6 -4.1
2018 2,590.0 11.8 198.4 30.9
2019 2,412.1 -6.9 168.5 -15.1
2020 2,247.6 -6.8 125.4 -25.6

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates

Other Players The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada comprises many small
and privately owned operators. IBISWorld estimates that more than 9,000
commercial building construction enterprises will operate in Canada in 2020.
However, only PCL Constructors Inc. is expected to account for more than 5.0% of
industry revenue in 2020. Operating in the industry's most profitable business
segments requires significant economies of scale and large capital outlays, which
are more difficult for smaller operators to achieve.

STUART OLSON INC.

Market Share: 1.1%

Stuart Olson Inc. is a key general construction company in Canada. The company
was incorporated in 1911 and is based in Calgary. The company undertakes
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projects in the civic, healthcare, education, recreation, residential, industrial and
commercial building sectors. Stuart Olson Inc. reported its buildings group to
account for about 40.0% of revenue in 2020. Following the decrease in oil prices
and economic slowdown in 2015, the company's performance has been volatile.
IBISWorld estimates the company's industry-relevant revenue will reach $359.0
million in 2020, with the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic hindering operations
over the same year.

LEDCOR GROUP OF COMPANIES

Market Share: 0.9%

Founded in 1947, Ledcor Group of Companies (Ledcor) is one of the largest
commercial building construction companies in Canada, providing construction
services for commercial, industrial, institutional, civil construction and multifamily
residential clients. The company offers construction services for buildings, civil
infrastructure, heavy industrial petrochemical, oil and gas, forestry, energy,
hazardous waste and utilities projects. The company is headquartered in Vancouver
and has additional offices in Calgary, Ottawa, Toronto and Edmonton, AB. IBISWorld
estimates that Ledcor's industry-relevant revenue will reach $275.9 million in 2020,
with the coronavirus pandemic hindering operations over that same year.

QUOREX CONSTRUCTION SERVICES LTD.

Quorex Construction Services Ltd. (Quorex) was founded in 1987 in Regina, SK. The
company provides full construction services in general contracting, construction
and project management for commercial, institutional, residential and pre-
engineered structures. Over the five years to 2020, some notable major projects
Quorex managed was the construction of Red Earth Cree Nation Health Centre,
Pineland Co-op Agro Centre, New Delta Co-op Home Centre and many more.
IBISWorld expects Quorex's industry-relevant revenue to reach $22.5 million in 2020,
with the coronavirus pandemic hindering operations over that same year.
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Operating Conditions
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Capital Intensity The level of capital intensity is  Medium

The Commercial Building Construction
industry in Canada is characterized by a
medium level of capital intensity. In 2020,
industry operators are expected to spend
$0.15 on capital investments for every $1.00
spent on labour. The industry has become
increasingly dependent on subcontractor
labour to improve efficiency and decrease
operating costs. As a result, wages' share of
revenue remains low despite the fact that a
skilled workforce is integral to the industry.
IBISWorld expects capital intensity to remain
unchanged over the five years to 2025.

Technology And
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruption Description

High
Innovation
Concentration

Likely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area
increases the likelihood of technological
disruption of incumbent operators.

High Rate of Entry Likely

Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against
all other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases
the pool of potential disruptors.

Moderate Ease of Entry Potential

A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies
to use.

Low
Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of
patents assigned to an industry. A faster
rate of new patent additions to the
industry increases the likelihood of a
disruptive innovation occurring.

Low
Market
Concentration

Unlikely
A ranked measure of the largest core
market for the industry. Concentrated core
markets present a low-end market or new
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Level Factor Disruption Description

market entry point for disruptive
technologies to capture market share.

The rate of new patent technologies entering the industry is low, which limits the
potential for innovations. A low rate does not mean that innovations cannot occur,
just that the likelihood of some innovation materializing as a threat is lower.
However, the concentration of technologies is high in this industry. This suggests
that industry operators have exposure to potentially unforeseen areas of innovation.

The industry structure creates a moderate level of entry barriers, which is coinciding
with a high rate of new competitors entering the industry. This high rate of entry
creates a significant pool of potentially disruptive entities and the industry structure
does not significantly affect their growth potential.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread
of market segments suggests that there are limited entry points other than those
already served my incumbent operators.

The most relevant disruptive force in the Commercial Building
Construction industry in Canada has been the use of virtual reality,
artificial intelligence, drones and open-source design.

Large operators have used these new innovations to schedule designs and
recognize any violations early. In addition, open-source design enables for
manufacturing efficiency and faster productivity. Furthermore, drones assist with
each step of the design, production and review process for developers.

The level of technology change is  Medium

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada has a
moderate level of revenue volatility.

This is due to variations of demand from various commercial investors, of which a
number are exposed to cyclical forces. Fluctuations in building material costs also
contribute to the industry's revenue volatility. The bulk of industry revenue growth
occurred prior to the reporting period. For instance, investment in nonresidential
construction supported revenue growth of 10.1% in 2012. Shortly after, however, the
collapse in commodity prices briefly sent the Canadian economy into a recession in
2015. The associated decline in corporate profit hurt operators, as company
backlogs dried up. Consequently, revenue declined between 2015 and 2017.

Moreover, British Columbia and Quebec's total value of building construction
activity supported industry revenue in 2019. According to Statistics Canada, British
Columbia and Quebec accounted for over 90.0% of nonresidential growth in 2019,
primarily due to an increase in industry-relevant construction. In addition,
Infrastructure Canada has signed new long-term agreements with provincial and
territorial partners, in accordance with the Government of Canada's Budget 2016
and Budget 2017 Investing in Canada Plan. The integrated bilateral agreements are
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also supported by multiple initiatives such as the New Building Canada Fund and
Gas Tax Refund.

However, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, IBISWorld expects industry
revenue to decline 7.0% in 2020 as the energy market, manufacturing output and
commodity prices plummet due to the global economy halting operations.
Consequently, Statistics Canada reported the commercial construction market to
have experienced the sharpest drop during the first quarter of 2020, with British
Columbia and Quebec responsible for the majority of the declines in March.
Moreover, although the commercial construction market is expected to increase in
the first quarter of 2020 compared with fourth quarter of 2019, IBISWorld projects
the ongoing stagnation of the global economy to hinder overall industry
performance in 2020.

Despite the industry expected to experience a low level of revenue volatility over the
five years to 2025, IBISWorld anticipates any unforeseen regulations or legislations
to pose a risk to revenue volatility over the next five years. Furthermore, with social
distancing being a mandatory practice for all industries, any restraint or delay for
new construction activity due to hindered demand for new office space may limit
industry growth. Moreover, more businesses have increased online operations
during the coronavirus outbreak, perhaps shifting the traditional workplace
operations and posing a risk to industry revenue over the next five years.

Revenue Volatility The level of volatility is  Medium

Note: Revenue growth and decline reflective of 5-year annualized trend. Y-axis is in
logarithmic scale. Y-axis crosses at long-run GDP. X-axis crosses at high volatility
threshold.

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada has a
moderate level of revenue volatility.
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This is due to variations of demand from various commercial investors, of which a
number are exposed to cyclical forces. Fluctuations in building material costs also
contribute to the industry's revenue volatility. The bulk of industry revenue growth
occurred prior to the reporting period. For instance, investment in nonresidential
construction supported revenue growth of 10.1% in 2012. Shortly after, however, the
collapse in commodity prices briefly sent the Canadian economy into a recession in
2015. The associated decline in corporate profit hurt operators, as company
backlogs dried up. Consequently, revenue declined between 2015 and 2017.

Moreover, British Columbia and Quebec's total value of building construction
activity supported industry revenue in 2019. According to Statistics Canada, British
Columbia and Quebec accounted for over 90.0% of nonresidential growth in 2019,
primarily due to an increase in industry-relevant construction. In addition,
Infrastructure Canada has signed new long-term agreements with provincial and
territorial partners, in accordance with the Government of Canada's Budget 2016
and Budget 2017 Investing in Canada Plan. The integrated bilateral agreements are
also supported by multiple initiatives such as the New Building Canada Fund and
Gas Tax Refund.

However, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak in 2020, IBISWorld expects
industry revenue to decline 7.0% as the energy market, manufacturing output and
commodity prices plummet due to the global economy halting operations.
Consequently, Statistics Canada reported the commercial construction market to
have experienced the sharpest drop during the first quarter of 2020, with British
Columbia and Quebec responsible for the majority of the declines in March.
Moreover, although the commercial construction market is expected to increase in
the first quarter of 2020 compared with fourth quarter of 2019, IBISWorld projects
the ongoing stagnation of the global economy to hinder overall industry
performance in 2020.

Despite the industry expected to experience a low level of revenue volatility over the
five years to 2025, IBISWorld anticipates any unforeseen regulations or legislations
to pose a risk to revenue volatility over the next five years. Furthermore, with social
distancing being a mandatory practice for all industries, any restraint or delay for
new construction activity due to hindered demand for new office space may limit
industry growth. Moreover, more businesses have increased online operations
during the coronavirus outbreak, perhaps shifting the traditional workplace
operations and posing a risk to industry revenue over the next five years.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is  Heavy and is Increasing

The Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada is heavily
regulated due to regulations related to increased building standards.

This growth is expected to improve building quality and timelessness because
newly constructed projects would contain more green and sustainable building
inputs. At the same time, construction regulations typically complicate
performance by making it harder to keep project costs low. Most players are able to
operate more efficiently as they have access to highly skilled subcontractor labour.
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National Building Code of Canada

The 2015 National Building Code of Canada addresses the design
and construction of new buildings and the substantial renovation of
existing buildings.

Under Canadian law, the regulation of commercial buildings construction is carried
out through various laws, acts, codes and regulations at the provincial level.
Provincial legislation permits the establishment of detailed regulations. Commercial
Building codes are typically concerned with fire safety, structural sufficiency and the
health of the building's occupants. The more recent codes address accessibility for
handicapped persons and energy conservation.

Zoning and planning legislation restrict the type, size, spacing, setback and use of
buildings by controlling general land use in a community. The purpose of this
regulation is to maintain certain neighbourhood characteristics and to permit for a
community's orderly development.

Fire prevention bylaws or fire codes regulate the safety of existing buildings.
Provincial legislators regulate maintenance provisions for fire safety, control the
handling and storage of flammable materials in buildings, control furnishings and
regulate hazards related to certain industrial processes. While building codes are
generally administered by building departments, fire-prevention bylaws and fire
codes are administered by the fire services.

In addition to building codes, there are numerous miscellaneous acts aimed at
specific building types or at specific services within buildings. Liquor licensing,
hotel, theatre and factory acts, for example, may affect the construction or use of
specific types of buildings. Plumbing, electrical, elevator and boiler and pressure
vessel codes are examples of standards aimed at particular building services and
may be enacted separately or combined in a single act.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is  Low and is Steady

Over the five years to 2020, the federal and provincial governments
have increasingly encouraged green and sustainable building
projects through targeted financial and structural incentives in the
Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada.

Developments that achieve measurable and verifiable green building goals often
qualify for tax exemptions or credits. These incentives are benefiting the industry by
helping drive demand for renovations, improvements and new construction.

Canada Green Building Council

To promote green and energy-efficient practices in construction, the
Canada Green Building Council operates to promote sustainable
building design practices and guidelines.
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The organization provides educational tools to support its members in
implementing sustainable designs in accordance to the Leadership in Energy
Efficient and Design (LEED) rating system. LEED ratings are based on multiple
factors including water and energy efficiency, the developmental effect on the
atmosphere, materials and resources used, indoor environment quality and
innovation in design.

Economic response

Furthermore, with the recent COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the
Department of Finance Canada announced a new set of economic
measures to help stabilize the economy through Canada's COVID-19
Economic Response Plan in March 2020.

Such economic measures include emergency care benefits, tax filing extensions, a
10.0% wage subsidy for small businesses and up to a six-month payment deferral
for mortgages. These are expected to support consumers during times of
uncertainty and support operators to remain in business. Furthermore, the
Government of Canada announced the Canadian Emergency Wage Subsidy (CEWS)
in March 2020, providing up to 75.0% of remuneration to eligible applicants. In
addition, employers who are eligible for the CEWS are entitled to receive a 100.0%
refund for certain employer contributions to Employment Insurance, the Canada
Pension Plan, the Quebec Pension Plan and the Quebec Parental Insurance Plan
paid in respect of employees who are on leave with pay.

With over 90.0% of establishments employing fewer than 50 workers in 2020,
according to IBISWorld and Statistics Canada estimates, the Canada Emergency
Business Account (CEBA) provides further assistance for operators. The federal
government is guaranteeing bank loans for small businesses and has been
implemented by eligible financial institutions in cooperation with Export
Development Canada. The CEBA program is intended to assist with operating costs
during the coronavirus pandemic. Through a new Business Credit Availability
Program, Business Development Bank of Canada and Export Development Canada
are providing more than $40.0 billion in loans and other forms of credit support and
enhancement at market rates to businesses with viable business models.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year Revenue IVA Estab. Enterprises Employment Exports Imports Wages Domestic
Demand

Consumer
Spending

($m) ($m) (Units) (Units) (Units) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($m) ($b)
2011 28,229 5,953 7,074 7,018 43,277 N/A N/A 3,129 N/A 1,005
2012 31,073 6,875 7,039 6,981 48,688 N/A N/A 3,819 N/A 1,024
2013 31,845 7,429 7,840 7,773 54,941 N/A N/A 4,429 N/A 1,051
2014 33,051 8,120 8,337 8,267 58,998 N/A N/A 4,809 N/A 1,078
2015 31,281 7,517 8,654 8,581 57,109 N/A N/A 4,630 N/A 1,103
2016 29,999 7,021 8,815 8,742 54,703 N/A N/A 4,454 N/A 1,126
2017 29,920 6,788 8,939 8,865 55,046 N/A N/A 4,293 N/A 1,166
2018 31,191 7,208 9,323 9,245 56,262 N/A N/A 4,284 N/A 1,191
2019 34,071 7,750 9,132 9,058 61,220 N/A N/A 4,754 N/A 1,210
2020 31,671 6,909 9,086 9,052 58,999 N/A N/A 4,549 N/A 1,133
2021 32,977 7,419 9,354 9,313 60,941 N/A N/A 4,706 N/A 1,196
2022 34,751 7,963 9,650 9,594 63,361 N/A N/A 4,906 N/A 1,217
2023 35,935 8,325 9,873 9,809 65,150 N/A N/A 5,051 N/A 1,237
2024 36,861 8,601 10,073 10,004 66,759 N/A N/A 5,176 N/A 1,257
2025 37,713 8,848 10,272 10,199 68,328 N/A N/A 5,298 N/A 1,278

Annual Change
Year Revenue IVA Estab. Enterprises Employment Exports Imports Wages Domestic

Demand
Consumer
Spending

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
2011 6.04 3.11 1 1 4 N/A N/A -1.41 N/A 2.28
2012 10.1 15.5 -0 -1 13 N/A N/A 22.0 N/A 1.89
2013 2.48 8.05 11 11 13 N/A N/A 16.0 N/A 2.62
2014 3.78 9.30 6 6 7 N/A N/A 8.57 N/A 2.57
2015 -5.36 -7.43 4 4 -3 N/A N/A -3.71 N/A 2.31
2016 -4.10 -6.60 2 2 -4 N/A N/A -3.81 N/A 2.10
2017 -0.27 -3.33 1 1 1 N/A N/A -3.62 N/A 3.56
2018 4.25 6.18 4 4 2 N/A N/A -0.21 N/A 2.14
2019 9.23 7.51 -2 -2 9 N/A N/A 11.0 N/A 1.62
2020 -7.05 -10.9 -1 -0 -4 N/A N/A -4.32 N/A -6.43
2021 4.12 7.37 3 3 3 N/A N/A 3.45 N/A 5.58
2022 5.38 7.32 3 3 4 N/A N/A 4.25 N/A 1.76
2023 3.40 4.55 2 2 3 N/A N/A 2.93 N/A 1.63
2024 2.57 3.31 2 2 2 N/A N/A 2.49 N/A 1.67
2025 2.31 2.86 2 2 2 N/A N/A 2.34 N/A 1.63

Key Ratios
Year IVA/Revenue Imports/Demand Exports/Revenue Revenue per

Employee
Wages/Revenue Employees per

estab.
Average Wage

(%) (%) (%) ($'000) (%)
2011 21.1 N/A N/A 652 11.1 6.12 72,302
2012 22.1 N/A N/A 638 12.3 6.92 78,428
2013 23.3 N/A N/A 580 13.9 7.01 80,616
2014 24.6 N/A N/A 560 14.5 7.08 81,506
2015 24.0 N/A N/A 548 14.8 6.60 81,078
2016 23.4 N/A N/A 548 14.8 6.21 81,420
2017 22.7 N/A N/A 544 14.3 6.16 77,989
2018 23.1 N/A N/A 554 13.7 6.03 76,146
2019 22.7 N/A N/A 557 14.0 6.70 77,651
2020 21.8 N/A N/A 537 14.4 6.49 77,100
2021 22.5 N/A N/A 541 14.3 6.51 77,224
2022 22.9 N/A N/A 548 14.1 6.57 77,434
2023 23.2 N/A N/A 552 14.1 6.60 77,521
2024 23.3 N/A N/A 552 14.0 6.63 77,537
2025 23.5 N/A N/A 552 14.0 6.65 77,532
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Canada Green Building Council
http://www.cagbc.org

Construction Market Data Group
http://www.cmdgroup.com

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Canadian Construction Association
http://www.cca-acc.com

ConstructConnect Canada Inc.
http://www.canada.constructconnect.com

Industry Jargon COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
The use of computer technology to aid the design and drafting of a part or product using

software tools that can create two-dimensional drawings or three-dimensional models.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR (GC)
Also called a prime contractor. An individual or company that manages the construction of a

structure for a property owner or developer. A GC may retain a labour force or use

subcontractors.

TENDER
A written offer or bid to contract goods or services at a specified cost or rate.

Glossary Terms BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low

barriers mean it is easy for new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with

that spent on labour. IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital

intensity. High capital intensity is more than $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is

$0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of capital for every $1 of

labour.
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CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation

using the current year (i.e. year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of

changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving only the "real" growth or decline in

industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using Statistics

Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of

origin. It is derived by adding imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors,

partners, managers and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise

consists of one or more establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single

physical location where business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are

performed. Multiple establishments under common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers

abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in

Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is

considered high if the top players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium

is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies

on production; all other operating income from outside the firm (such as commission

income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing and hiring income); and capital work

done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale of fixed

tangible assets are excluded.
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INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods

and services used in production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP,

or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to

domestic demand. For exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high

is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%;

and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an

industry's life cycle by considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP;

the growth rate of the number of establishments; the amount of change the industry's

products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of customer

acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are

mostly set up by self-employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s

profitability. It is calculated as revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB

Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL

Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of

the past five years. Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to

±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%; and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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IBISWorld helps you find the industry information
you need – fast
With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent overview of any industry
so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth
analysis to help you make smarter, faster business decisions.If you're not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at
+1-800-330-3772 or info@IBISWorld.com to learn more.

Disclaimer

This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. ('IBISWorld') solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person with
regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no responsibility and
disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage whatsoever suffered or
incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or information contained herein.
Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on the basis that the purchaser agrees not
to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or
quotes from the material in this publication - in papers, reports, or opinions prepared for any other person - it is agreed that
it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2021 IBISWorld Inc.

IBISWorld.com +1-800-330-3772 info@IBISWorld.com
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